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with the feudalists and another soon to be married to Tracato’s most powerful foe, her loyalties are
agonizingly divided. Worse still, from Sasha’s homeland the Army of Lenayin are marching to make war
upon Tracato. Can she fight her own people? Or must she join them, and fight not only her lover Errollyn,
but to extinguish the brightest light of hope in all the land—serrin civilization itself? From the Trade
Paperback edition.
Crossover - Joel Shepherd 2010-10-28
Crossover is the first novel in a series which follows the adventures of Cassandra Kresnov, an artificial
person, or android, created by the League, one side of an interstellar war against the more powerful,
conservative Federation. Cassandra is an experimental design — more intelligent, more creative, and far
more dangerous than any that have preceded her. But with her intellect come questions, and a moral
awakening. She deserts the League and heads incognito into the space of her former enemy, the
Federation, in search of a new life. Her chosen world is Callay, and its enormous, decadent capital
metropolis of Tanusha, where the concerns of the war are literally and figuratively so many light years
away. But the war between the League and the Federation was ideological as much as political, with much
of that ideological dispute regarding the very existence of artificial sentience and the rules that govern its
creation. Cassandra discovers that even in Tanusha, the powerful entities of this bloody conflict have wound
their tentacles. Many in the League and the Federation have cause to want her dead, and Cassandra’s
history, inevitably, catches up with her. Cassandra finds herself at the mercy of a society whose values
preclude her own right even to exist. But her presence in Tanusha reveals other fault lines, and when
Federal agents attempt to assassinate the Callayan president, she finds herself thrust into the service of her
former enemies, using her lethal skills to attempt to protect her former enemies from forces beyond their
ability to control. As she struggles for her place and survival in a new world, Cassandra must forge new
friendships with old enemies, while attempting to confront the most disturbing and deadly realities of her
own existence.
Thirteen Orphans - Jane Lindskold 2009-06-30
As evocative and moving as Charles de Lint's Newford books, with the youthful protagonists and exciting
action of Mercedes Lackey's fantasies, Thirteen Orphans makes our world today as excitingly strange and
unfamiliar as any fantasy realm . . .and grants readers a glimpse of a fantasy world founded by ancient
Chinese lore and magic. As far as college freshman Brenda Morris knows, there is only one Earth and
magic exists only in fairy tales. Brenda is wrong. A father-daughter weekend turns into a nightmare when
Brenda's father is magically attacked before her eyes. Brenda soon learns that her ancestors once lived in
world of smoke and shadows, of magic and secrets. When that world's Emperor was overthrown, the
Thirteen Orphans fled to our earth and hid their magic system in the game of mah-jong. Each Orphan
represents an animal from the Chinese Zodiac. Brenda's father is the Rat. And her polished, former childstar aunt, Pearl—that eminent lady is the Tiger. Only a handful of Orphans remain to stand against their
enemies. The Tiger, the Rooster, the Dog, the Rabbit . . . and Brenda Morris. Not quite the Rat, but not
quite human either. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Sasha - Joel Shepherd 2009
Sasha is a fighter, the like of which the Highland Country of Lenayin has never seen. But she is still young,

The Russian Concubine - Kate Furnivall 2007-06-27
A sweeping novel set in war-torn 1928 China, with a star-crossed love story at its center. In a city full of
thieves and Communists, danger and death, spirited young Lydia Ivanova has lived a hard life. Always
looking over her shoulder, the sixteen-year-old must steal to feed herself and her mother, Valentina, who
numbered among the Russian elite until Bolsheviks murdered most of them, including her husband. As
exiles, Lydia and Valentina have learned to survive in a foreign land. Often, Lydia steals away to meet with
the handsome young freedom fighter Chang An Lo. But they face danger: Chiang Kai Shek's troops are
headed toward Junchow to kill Reds like Chang, who has in his possession the jewels of a tsarina, meant as
a gift for the despot's wife. The young pair's all-consuming love can only bring shame and peril upon them,
from both sides. Those in power will do anything to quell it. But Lydia and Chang are powerless to end it.
Haven - Joel Shepherd 2011-06-30
The page-turning conclusion and final instalment of the Trial of Blood & Steel Quartet. The Army of the
Regent Arrosh advances on the forces loyal to Saalshen, homeland of the serrin people, as the serrin's
friends are in full retreat. Their only hope is to reach the city of Jahnd - the serrin word for Haven - across
the River Ipshaal, the only human city in Saalshen itself.
Retribution Falls - Chris Wooding 2011-04-26
Sky piracy is a bit out of Darian Frey’s league. Fate has not been kind to the captain of the airship Ketty
Jay—or his motley crew. They are all running from something. Crake is a daemonist in hiding, traveling
with an armored golem and burdened by guilt. Jez is the new navigator, desperate to keep her secret from
the rest of the crew. Malvery is a disgraced doctor, drinking himself to death. So when an opportunity
arises to steal a chest of gems from a vulnerable airship, Frey can’t pass it up. It’s an easy take—and the
payoff will finally make him a rich man. But when the attack goes horribly wrong, Frey suddenly finds
himself the most wanted man in Vardia, trailed by bounty hunters, the elite Century Knights, and the dread
queen of the skies, Trinica Dracken. Frey realizes that they’ve been set up to take a fall but doesn’t know
the endgame. And the ultimate answer for captain and crew may lie in the legendary hidden pirate town of
Retribution Falls. That’s if they can get there without getting blown out of the sky.
Sharp - Alex Hughes 2013-04-02
HISTORY HAS A WAY OF REPEATING ITSELF, EVEN FOR TELEPATHS.… As a Level Eight telepath, I am
the best police interrogator in the department. But I’m not a cop—I never will be—and my only friend on
the force, Homicide Detective Isabella Cherabino, is avoiding me because of a telepathic link I created by
accident. And I might not even be an interrogator for much longer. Our boss says unless I pull out a
miracle, I’ll be gone before Christmas. I need this job, damn it. It’s the only thing keeping me sane. Parts
for illegal Tech—the same parts used to bring the world to its knees in the Tech Wars sixty years ago—are
being hijacked all over the city. Plus Cherbino's longtime nemesis, a cop killer, has resurfaced with a
vengeance. If I can stay alive long enough, I just might be able to prove my worth, once and for all...
Tracato- Joel Shepherd 2010-10-26
For two hundred years Tracato has been the center of enlightenment, as the serrin have occupied human
lands and sought to remake humanity anew. But the serrin have not destroyed Rhodaan’s feudal families
entirely, and as Tracato faces the greatest threat to its survival in two centuries, old rivalries are stirring.
Sasha must assist her mentor Kessligh to strengthen the Tracato Nasi-Keth, yet with one royal sister siding
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untested in battle and often led by her rash temper. Her defiant willfulness is attracting the wrong kind of
attention.
Originator - Joel Shepherd 2015
"The adventures of the ultimate synthetic soldier who was made by the League, but defected to her former
enemy, the Federation. Explosive action sequences and a focus on character make the Cassandra Kresnov
novels unique in SF"-The Summer I Saved the World . . . in 65 Days - Michele Weber Hurwitz 2014-04-08
It's summertime, and thirteen-year-old Nina Ross is feeling kind of lost. Her beloved grandma died last
year; her parents work all the time; her brother's busy; and her best friend is into clothes, makeup, and
boys. While Nina doesn't know what "her thing" is yet, it's definitely not shopping and makeup. And it's not
boys, either. Though . . . has Eli, the boy next door, always been so cute? This summer, Nina decides to
change things. She hatches a plan. There are sixty-five days of summer. Every day, she'll anonymously do
one small but remarkable good thing for someone in her neighborhood, and find out: does doing good
actually make a difference? Along the way, she discovers that her neighborhood, and her family, are full of
surprises and secrets. In this bighearted, sweetly romantic novel, things may not turn out exactly as Nina
expects. They might be better. Praise: Finalist for the Golden Sower Award (Nebraska) Nominated for the
Pennsylvania Young Reader’s Choice Awards Nominated for the Sunshine State Young Readers Award
(Florida)
The Ghost Brigades - John Scalzi 2007-04-01
The Ghost Brigades are the Special Forces of the Colonial Defense Forces, elite troops created from the
DNA of the dead and turned into the perfect soldiers for the CDF's toughest operations. They're young,
they're fast and strong, and they're totally without normal human qualms. The universe is a dangerous
place for humanity—and it's about to become far more dangerous. Three races that humans have clashed
with before have allied to halt our expansion into space. Their linchpin: the turncoat military scientist
Charles Boutin, who knows the CDF's biggest military secrets. To prevail, the CDF must find out why
Boutin did what he did. Jared Dirac is the only human who can provide answers -- a superhuman hybrid,
created from Boutin's DNA, Jared's brain should be able to access Boutin's electronic memories. But when
the memory transplant appears to fail, Jared is given to the Ghost Brigades. At first, Jared is a perfect
soldier, but as Boutin's memories slowly surface, Jared begins to intuit the reason's for Boutin's betrayal. As
Jared desperately hunts for his "father," he must also come to grips with his own choices. Time is running
out: The alliance is preparing its offensive, and some of them plan worse things than humanity's mere
military defeat... Old Man's War Series #1 Old Man’s War #2 The Ghost Brigades #3 The Last Colony #4
Zoe’s Tale #5 The Human Division #6 The End of All Things Short fiction: “After the Coup” Other Tor
Books The Android’s Dream Agent to the Stars Your Hate Mail Will Be Graded Fuzzy Nation Redshirts Lock
In The Collapsing Empire (forthcoming) At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Breakaway - Joel Shepherd 2011-03-01
the second Cassandra Kresnov novel. Fantastic sci-fi in the tradition of Blade Runner...?very dangerous
girl?'96 the Advertiser. Cassandra Kresnov is a highly advanced hunter-killer android. She has escaped the
League and fled to Callay, a member of the Federation. Because of her fighting skills she was able to save
the President?life and is now a trusted member of the security forces. However, not all tanushans are happy
to have her on their turf and Cassandra has to tread carefully. As Callay moves towards a vote on whether
to break away from the Federation, confusion reigns and terrorist groups plot their own agendas.
Cassandra becomes involved with two young troubleshooters for the secret service and finds out more than
she ever wanted to know about the tanushan underground and those on the fringes. Furthermore, there is a
delegation from the League in tanusha, and Cassandra is not sure that they won?try to take her back. A
great story with a cracking plot and strong characters. At its heart is the enigma of Cassandra: Is she more
human than human, or is she totally untrustworthy?
Calamity's Child
- M. Keaton 2013-08
Orphaned by a brutal raid on a colony ship, young Kylee is alone in the universe. But she finds a new family
in the form of a professional bounty hunter, a psychopathic alien, a professional duelist, and a big game
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hunter, his wife and their twin sons. They're an odd mix...but family is what you make it. And when one
man's greed threatens the entire Frontier, Kylee and her new family stand in his way. Helped by a
smuggler-turned-gambling magnate and the surviving members of the Fifth Acadian Militia, they're about
to teach a few lessons about what it means to be free, and maybe get a little payback along the way. The
real currency of the Frontier isn't guns or money. It's loyalty.
Rando Splicer - Joel Shepherd 2019-11
Separated from her ship, Major Trace Thakur is stranded on the reeh-occupied world of Rando. The native
corbi have suffered beneath reeh tyranny for 800 years, and many have given up hope. But Trace needs the
data stored in the reeh's genetic technology and command center - the Rando Splicer - if she's to learn how
to save humanity from impending disaster, and is planning an assault against overwhelming odds. She'll
need help from the UFS Phoenix, though, which is caught in a ritual medieval battle to change the croma
leadership that sees her crew embarking on a perilous journey across a warring desert continent. Should
they fail, humanity could be just one of many species to die.
Operation Shield - Joel Shepherd 2014
"The adventures of Cassandra "Sandy" Kresnov, the ultimate synthetic soldier who was made by the
League, but defected to her former enemy, the Federation. Explosive action sequences and a focus on
character make the Cassandra Kresnov novels unique in SF"-Fleet of Worlds - Larry Niven 2008-08-26
When a chain reaction of supernovae explosions at the core of the galaxy unleashes a deadly wave of
radiation that will sterilize the entire galaxy, the Citizens--accompanied by Kirsten Quinn-Kovacs, a
descendant of human survivors rescued by the Citizens from a dying starship--flee into the unknown, in a
novel set in the Known Space universe. Reprint.
Crossover - Joel Shepherd 2010-12-01
A young woman is on the run, and on her own. She needs to find work and a place to live... she needs to feel
like an ordinary human being. But she is no ordinary human being - and when she saves the life of Katia
Neiland, President of tanusha, the secret services discover just how special, just how lethal, she is. Who can
she trust? Vanessa Rice, special forces, who wants to be her friend? the President? the Judiciary? Whoever
it is she's better decide soon. those she left behind want her back. the League's Dark Star is a ruthless
organisation, and some people in the Federation wouldn't mind handing her over - or causing war... Will she
ever find safety? Can she ever stop running?
By Schism Rent Asunder - David Weber 2008-07-22
The sequel to the New York Times best seller Off Armageddon Reef The world has changed. The mercantile
kingdom of Charis has prevailed over the alliance designed to exterminate it. Armed with better sailing
vessels, better guns and better devices of all sorts, Charis faced the combined navies of the rest of the
world at Darcos Sound and Armageddon Reef, and broke them. Despite the implacable hostility of the
Church of God Awaiting, Charis still stands, still free, still tolerant, still an island of innovation in a world in
which the Church has worked for centuries to keep humanity locked at a medieval level of existence. But
the powerful men who run the Church aren't going to take their defeat lying down. Charis may control the
world's seas, but it barely has an army worthy of the name. And as King Cayleb knows, far too much of the
kingdom's recent good fortune is due to the secret manipulations of the being that calls himself Merlin-a
being that, the world must not find out too soon, is more than human. A being on whose shoulders rests the
last chance for humanity's freedom. Now, as Charis and its archbishop make the rift with Mother Church
explicit, the storm gathers. Schism has come to the world of Safehold. Nothing will ever be the same... in
David Weber's By Schism Rent Asunder. Safehold Series 1. Off Armageddon Reef 2. By Schism Rent
Asunder 3. By Heresies Distressed 4. A Mighty Fortress 5. How Firm A Foundation 6. Midst Toil and
Tribulation 7. Like A Mighty Army 8. Hell's Foundations Quiver 9. At the Sign of Triumph At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Killswitch - Joel Shepherd 2004
the third instalment of this gripping trilogy from an exciting new sci-fi author. two years after the
unhatching of Callayan President Neiland's plot to make the capital city of tanusha the centre of the
Federation, Callay is under siege. A powerful faction of conservative Fleet captains have surrounded Callay,
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at Earth's behest, and are threatening a blockade - or worse. A fearful Earth does not wish to lose direct
control of its precious war machine, and there are fears of civil war. All that Callay has to oppose the
warships of the Fleet is the CDF, or Callayan Defence Force - a newly formed group of raw recruits led by a
politically hamstrung general, but largely trained and organised by Major Vanessa Rice and her best friend,
Callay's very own tame combat-android Commander Cassandra Kresnov. But when Cassandra's lover,
Special Agent Ari Ruben, discovers a plot to kill her using a killswitch that her old masters in the League
built into her brainstem, Sandy is forced to go underground to stay alive ...
Renegade - Joel Shepherd 2016-06-20
One thousand years after Earth was destroyed in an unprovoked attack, humanity has emerged victorious
from a series of terrible wars to assure its place in the galaxy. But during celebrations on humanity's new
homeworld, the legendary Captain Pantillo of the battle carrier Phoenix is court-martialed then killed, and
his deputy, Lieutenant Commander Erik Debogande, the heir to humanity's most powerful industrial family,
is framed for his murder. Assisted by Phoenix's marine commander Trace Thakur, Erik and Phoenix are
forced to go on the run as they seek to unravel the conspiracy behind their captain's demise, pursued to the
death by their own fleet. What they discover about the truth behind the wars and the nature of humanity's
ancient alien allies will shake the sentient galaxy to its core.
Qalea Drop - Joel Shepherd 2020-11-23
The UFS Phoenix embarks on a dangerous quest for the AI Ceephay Queen who rules at the heart of the
Reeh Empire. For cover, Phoenix will use the enormous war being launched by the new rulers of the croma,
Croma'Dokran, into reeh space. This war is intended in part to evacuate the corbi homeworld of Rando,
thus righting a great wrong of croma history by rescuing two hundred million corbi from reeh
tyranny.While Lisbeth defies her parren seniors to use drysine and parren firepower in assisting the
evacuation, Erik captains Phoenix, accompanied by Styx's four drysine warships, to the world of Eshir,
where Styx insists the Ceephay Queen was once located. There, in the ancient, ruined city of Qalea, Trace
and Styx must lead an away mission through buried layers of Reeh Empire history to uncover its longforgotten secrets. Discovering the Ceephay Queen's present location could set them on the road to saving
humanity. But Qalea's secrets have been hidden by the reeh for millennia, secrets that could rock their
Empire, and they will stop at nothing to keep hidden.
Berserker- Fred Saberhagen 2003-06-01
Presents a series of short science-fiction stories that tells of encounters between humans and the
intelligent, self-aware death machines known as the Berserkers.
The Tenth Witness- Leonard J. Rosen 2013
In this prequel to All cry chaos, engineer Henri Poincaré, not yet an Interpol agent, is working during 1978
on salvage of a shipwreck off the Dutch coast when he meets Liesel Kraus, heir to the Kraus Steel Co. As
the two become close, Henri finds disturbing evidence about Liesel's father Otto's conduct during the Nazi
era.
Kalimpura - Jay Lake 2013-01-29
A sequel to Green and Endurance returns Green to her service under the Lily Goddess in the city of
Kalimpura, where she is hounded by gods that would render her a conduit for the supernatural while she
attempts to rescue two Bittern Court hostages.
The Good Dream - Donna VanLiere 2012-07-03
In this full-length novel from the New York Times Bestselling author of The Christmas Hope series Donna
VanLiere has written a beautifully rendered and poignant story about one woman's unlikely path to
motherhood and the healing power of love. Tennessee, 1950: Still single and in her early thirties, Ivorie
Walker is considered an old maid; a label she takes with good humor and a grain of salt. But when her
mother dies, leaving her to live alone in the house she grew up in, to work the farm she was raised to take
care of, she finds herself lost in a kind of loneliness she hadn't expected. After years of rebuffing the
advances of imperfect, yet eligible bachelors from her small town, Ivorie is without companionship with
more love in her heart and time on her hands than she knows what to do with. But her life soon changes
when a feral, dirty-faced boy who has been sneaking onto her land to steal from her garden comes into her
life. Even though he runs back into the hills as quickly as he arrives, she's determined to find out who he is
crossover-cassandra-kresnov-1-joel-shepherd

because something about the young boy haunts her. What would make him desperate enough to steal and
eat from her garden? But what she can't imagine is what the boy faces, each day and night, in the filthy
lean-to hut miles up in the hills. Who is he? How did he come to live in the hills? Where did he come from?
And, more importantly, can she save him? As Ivorie steps out of her comfort zone to uncover the answers,
she unleashes a firestorm in the town-a community that would rather let secrets stay that way. This pitch
perfect story of redemption and the true meaning of familial love is Donna VanLiere at her very best.
Foucault's Pendulum - Umberto Eco 2007-03-05
Bored with their work, three Milanese editors cook up "the Plan," a hoax that connects the medieval
Knights Templar with other occult groups from ancient to modern times. This produces a map indicating
the geographical point from which all the powers of the earth can be controlled—a point located in Paris,
France, at Foucault’s Pendulum. But in a fateful turn the joke becomes all too real, and when occult groups,
including Satanists, get wind of the Plan, they go so far as to kill one of the editors in their quest to gain
control of the earth.Orchestrating these and other diverse characters into his multilayered semiotic
adventure, Eco has created a superb cerebral entertainment.
Defiance- Joel Shepherd 2017-09-30
The UFS Phoenix is hunting for the long-lost drysine data-core. Within it lie the secrets to saving humanity
from the resurgent deepynine machine-race. To recover it, Captain Erik Debogande must work together
with the man who holds his sister hostage - the power-hungry parren leader Aristan. Aristan has sworn he
will return Lisbeth Debogande once Phoenix grants him equal access to its prize. But now from the
direction of hostile space comes word of a dark force hunting humans and parren alike, determined at all
costs that the store of the lost Drysine Empire's knowledge should be possessed by neither...
Double Cross- Malorie Blackman 2017-04-06
Just this once . . . Please let me get away with it just this once . . . Tobey wants a better life - for him and his
girlfriend Callie Rose. He wants nothing to do with the gangs that rule the world he lives in. But when he's
offered the chance to earn some money just for making a few 'deliveries', just this once, would it hurt to say
'yes'? One small decision can change everything . . . The fourth novel in Malorie Blackman's powerful
Noughts & Crosses sequence.
Ilium- Dan Simmons 2009-10-13
The Trojan War rages at the foot of Olympos Mons on Mars -- observed and influenced from on high by
Zeus and his immortal family -- and twenty-first-century professor Thomas Hockenberry is there to play a
role in the insidious private wars of vengeful gods and goddesses. On Earth, a small band of the few
remaining humans pursues a lost past and devastating truth -- as four sentient machines depart from Jovian
space to investigate, perhaps terminate, the potentially catastrophic emissions emanating from a
mountaintop miles above the terraformed surface of the Red Planet.
Swastika Night - Katharine Burdekin 1985
Seven hundred years after Hitler's conquest of Europe men are encouraged to follow the soldierly virtues,
while women are reduced to breeders and victims
Robot Uprisings - Daniel H. Wilson 2014-04-08
Humans beware. As the robotic revolution continues to creep into our lives, it brings with it an impending
sense of doom. What horrifying scenarios might unfold if our technology were to go awry? From self-aware
robotic toys to intelligent machines violently malfunctioning, this anthology brings to life the half-formed
questions and fears we all have about the increasing presence of robots in our lives. With contributions
from a mix of bestselling, award-winning, and up-and-coming writers, and including a rare story by “the
father of artificial intelligence,” Dr. John McCarthy, Robot Uprisings meticulously describes the exhilarating
and terrifying near-future in which humans can only survive by being cleverer than the rebellious machines
they have created.
Sasha - Joel Shepherd 2011-01-27
Spurning her royal heritage to be raised by the great warrior, Kessligh, her exquisite swordplay astonishes
all who witness it. But Sasha is still young, untested in battle and often led by her rash temper. In the
complex world of Lenayin loyalties, her defiant wilfulness is attracting the wrong kind of attention. Lenayin
is a land almost divided by its two faiths: the Verenthane of the ruling classes and the pagan Goeren-yai,
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amongst whom Sasha now lives. The Goeren-yai worship swordplay and honour and begin to see Sasha as
the great spirit—the Synnich—who will unite them. But Sasha is still searching for what she believes and
must choose her side carefully. When the Udalyn people—the symbol of Goeren-yai pride and courage—are
attacked, Sasha will face her moment of testing. How will she act? Is she ready to lead? Can she be the
saviour they need her to be?
Kantovan Vault- Joel Shepherd 2017-08-15
The UFS Phoenix is on a mission to find a lost data-core that may contain the secret to defeating the alodeepynine alliance. But the means to find the data-core is hidden deep in tavalai space, in a highest-security
vault where the tavalai's manipulative State Department keep all their most treacherous secrets. To recover
it, Phoenix must pull off the most daring heist the Spiral has ever seen. But Phoenix will need help -- in the
form of a rebellious faction of the tavalai Fleet; a fanatical parren mystic who lusts mostly for power; a
cynical old tavalai marine who's spent much of his life fighting humans; and a super-intelligent AI queen
who will sacrifice anything to rescue her race from extinction. None of them can be trusted, and neither
Captain Erik Debogande nor Major Trace Thakur are experienced in this kind of work. But each must
gather their ingenuity and courage, and learn as they go, as the scale of the threat confronting humanity
looms larger, and the clock is ticking...
How Firm a Foundation- David Weber 2012-07-31
Hiding secret agendas from their subjects throughout a terrible war in the Charisian Empire, the Emperor
and his inner circle of advisors launch a desperate counter-attack against a corrupt Church of God Awaiting
that is complicated by a discovery in theChurch's Zion Temple.
Drysine Legacy- Joel Shepherd 2016-06-21
The legendary battle-carrier UFS Phoenix is on the run in Outer Neutral Space. Lieutenant Commander
Erik Debogande and Major Trace Thakur are determined to use neutral territory to broker a peace between
humanity's warring factions, away from Fleet's strong arm. But as machinations in Fleet Command send a
legendary warrior from Trace's past on a sworn path to kill her, there arises in the territory of an insectoid
foe an ancient enemy from the nightmares of Spiral history, bent on Phoenix's destruction....
Haven - Joel Shepherd 2011-04-19
Sasha must become a true Lenay warlord, feared and hated by her enemies, uncompromising and all
conquering. But will her own people now inflict upon her one of her worst nightmares, by insisting that she,
and not her brother Damon, should assume the Lenay throne and lead her people in the greatest battle that
the land of Rhodia has ever seen? From the Trade Paperback edition.
Market Forces - Richard K. Morgan 2005-03-01
From the award-winning author of Altered Carbon and Broken Angels–a turbocharged new thriller set in a
world where killers are stars, media is mass entertainment, and freedom is a dangerous proposition . . . A
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coup in Cambodia. Guns to Guatemala. For the men and women of Shorn Associates, opportunity is calling.
In the superheated global village of the near future, big money is made by finding the right little war and
supporting one side against the other–in exchange for a share of the spoils. To succeed, Shorn uses a new
kind of corporate gladiator: sharp-suited, hard-driving gunslingers who operate armored vehicles and
follow a Samurai code. And Chris Faulkner is just the man for the job. He fought his way out of London’s
zone of destitution. And his kills are making him famous. But unlike his best friend and competitor at Shorn,
Faulkner has a side that outsiders cannot see: the side his wife is trying to salvage, that another woman–a
porn star turned TV news reporter–is trying to exploit. Steeped in blood, eyed by common criminals looking
for a shot at fame, Faulkner is living on borrowed time. Until he’s given one last shot at getting out alive. . .
.
Croma Venture - Joel Shepherd 2018-11-11
Upon the ancient drysine moon/city of Defiance, the UFS Phoenix is being rebuilt, but her crew cannot do
so in peace. Parren factions jostle for control of not only Defiance, but of the drysine data-core that Phoenix
won at such an awful price. But the parren do not lay sole claim to that ancient knowledge, and within the
bowels of the machine-city, something long-dead is awakening.While aliens battle, Captain Debogande
struggles to decide his next step. Human emissaries beckon him home, while a terrible new threat drives
him toward the far edge of Spiral space. There live the croma, locked in a titanic struggle against the reeh,
a species more terrifying than any yet faced by humanity. And holding perhaps the key to humanity's
salvation are a small force of freedom fighters, waging a hopeless battle against impossible odds, having
waited a thousand years for just such a saviour as the UFS Phoenix...
Petrodor - Joel Shepherd 2011-02-24
Petrodor is a city of alleys and shadows, where life is cheap and the only respected currency is blood.
Sasha, the wilful yet talented heroine of Sasha, returns to battle in Joel Shepherd's stunning second volume
of A Trial of Blood & Steel.Away from the hills of her Lenayin homeland, she is fighting a new battle in the
dark alleys and wealthy houses of Petrodor. An influential trading centre, Petrodor holds the key to
preventing the coming war between Lenayin and the mighty Bacosh. Together with her mentor Kessligh,
Sasha attempts to navigate the political intrigues of the port city and find a way to stop the war.It is the
serrin, the beautiful but dangerous people from beyond the Bacosh, who will be the pivot in this struggle.
How much can Sasha trust her old serrin friend Errollyn? And how much can she trust herself?
In the Garden of Iden - Kage Baker 2005-12-27
Trained by the Company, a group of cultural preservationists from the twenty-fourth century, Mendoza is
sent back in time to Shakespearean England to collect samples from the garden of Sir Walter Iden and
meets a man who will change her destiny. Reprint. 12,500 first printing.
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